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Abstract
This essay addresses some common misunderstandings about torture also perpetuated in the ongoing debates concerning “rescue” or “necessity torture” and introduces, in a comparative perspective, the structural properties of the different historical and current paradigms of organized state cruelty. Regarding “modern torture” the essay deconstructs its exceptionalism which is based on claims of a specific relationship to law and the rescue motive. The comparative remarks are followed by a brief look at some practical legal problems arising from the concept of “rescue torture” and some strategic and semantic moves to camouflage or deny violations of the torture taboo.
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Resumo
Tortura e tabu: um ensaio comparando paradigmas da crueldade organizada
Este artigo se dirige a alguns equívocos comuns em relação à tortura igualmente perpetuados em avançados debates no que concerne ao “resgate” ou “tortura necessária”, e introduz, em uma perspectiva comparativa, as propriedades estruturais de diferenças históricas e tendências paradigmáticas da crueldade estatal organizada. A respeito da “tortura moderna” o artigo busca desconstruir esse excepcionalismo em que estão baseadas as relações específicas entre a lei e os motivos do resgate. A comparação observada está compreendida em um olhar sintético acerca de alguns problemas da prática legal que surgem do conceito de “resgate da tortura” e algumas estratégias e movimentos semânticos para camuflar ou negar as violações do tabu da tortura.
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“La question est une invention merveilleuse et tout à fait sûre pour perdre un innocent qui a la complexion faible, et sauver un coupable qui est né robuste.”
(JEAN DE LA BRUYÈRE, 1688)

“You know what is sometimes said for the justification of executioners: that one has to come to the decision to torture persons, when their confession saves the lives of hundreds.”
(JEAN-PAUL SARTRE, 1958)

“I’m not in favor of torture, but if you’re going to have it, it should damn well have court approval.”
(ALAN DERSHOWITZ, 2002)
In awe of the sacred or for fear of demons, “savages” avoid the taboo. It is also fear which dictates neurotics to obey the forbidden. Those who deem themselves civilized may prefer the guidance of convention or wisdom to respect what is taboo or to approach the unfamiliar with caution.

Torture might qualify for both – the unfamiliar and a taboo: until recently, torture, in Freudian terms, was not “generally accessible”; it was removed from public scrutiny and bestowed with the aura of the dangerous and strictly prohibited. Even legal norms declaring this practice unlawful dared not spell out the law of torture in detail, as if the taboo could not even semantically be approached.

What used to be taboo mutated recently, after a moment of initial reticence, to a domestic animal – first in the media and then, what is of interest here, in the legal discourse. The domestication began with juridical speech-acts which were almost innocently rooted in the everyday. Long before September 11, a German scholar and philosopher of law inquired: “May the state, by way of exception, apply torture?” This happened also quite some time before the war on terrorism was declared, and some years after the provocation by the grand master of systems theory, Niklas Luhmann, in a lecture given at the University of Heidelberg. By way of introducing the topic, “Are there non-renounceable norms in our societies?” he presented the following case:

Imagine that you are a police officer. In your country – and this might also be Germany in a not too distant future – there are many leftist and rightist terrorists, and every day there are murders, killings, arson attacks, and damages affecting numerous innocent parties. Imagine that you captured the leader of such a group. You could, if you tortured him, presumably save the life of many people – tens, hundreds, or thousands – we may vary the case. Would you do it?

Whether you would in fact do “it,” Luhmann did not really want to know. As a theoretician, he was merely interested in the functional differentiation between the systems of law and morality and wondered if it could be sustained in extreme and borderline situations.

Likewise, the German lawyer-philosopher who had in fact listened to Luhmann’s lecture does not want to know whether you would do “it”, but rather if and under what circumstances the law might justify the use of coercion. He argued, in a lawyer’s practical spirit, toward a legal solution. He moved from “the strict prohibition of torture to its conditional licence,” somewhat uneasily admitting that this might be “the second-best solution.”

What could be misunderstood, in the beginning, as a naïve “why not ask?” soon developed into a full-fledged exercise in legal doctrine concerning human dignity and the proportionality of police measures, and even including, as a somber highlight, a torture case in public law for students, meant to prepare them for the graduate exam. Starting from the romantic setting of Heidelberg, calculated state violence gradually turned into a legal commodity for everyday use like any other standard, if certainly more drastic, police measure. Any observer of the German legal-scientific community would be surprised to register close to one hundred German publications addressing the topic of torture since the middle of the 1990’s. One would also most likely be astonished that a theoretical provocation should set off a doctrinal debate. This debate was soon intensified by a kidnapping and murder case in Frankfurt, when the vice president of the police threatened the suspected kidnapper with “extremely painful coercion”. The torture discourse became more dynamic after the series of terrorist mass murders, first in New York and then in various European cities.

Comparatively speaking, the American legal discourse, motivated and accelerated by the politics of counterterrorism, covers a wider spectrum of argument which is united, though, by the rhetoric of necessity.
September 11, the war on terror, an imperial president who arguably authorized torture, and “rescue torture,” practiced notably in Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib, shook up the legal profession and became the focal points of critical and apologetic juridical interventions in the wake of the Military Commissions Acts of October 2006 and the earlier Patriot Act – an Orwellian shorthand for its full name: “United and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001”\(^1\).

In general, quite a few participants of the discourse moved from strict prohibition to conditional licence, if only for exceptional cases. While some invoked the survival rule to limit coercive interrogations to situations when they are – in Abraham Lincoln’s words – an “indispensable necessity for the preservation of the nation,” other authors operated with more lenient necessity standards such as “a grave risk or danger for the nation”, “a tendency toward self-destruction” or simply a “rule of priority” – referring to “seasons of public danger” as George Mason might have commented.\(^1\) Yet others argued that torture should be banned but quietly practiced, as a certain double standard is called for in the fight against terrorists. The apologists of torture were strictly opposed by scholars sustaining its prohibition or advocating the \textit{ex ante} legal regulation of coercion to make public and transparent an already ongoing “promiscuous” practice which “should damn well have court approval”\(^2\).

The discourse in both interpretive communities calls into question what multiple norms, laid down in national, supranational and international documents, absolutely prohibit. Many seem to be prepared to violate what has been introduced here as a taboo. Considering the many layers of prohibitive norms which persuasively, if not always with sufficient determinacy, outlaw torture. I do not want to discuss in detail the merits of the arguments for and against calculated state brutality under exceptional circumstances, obviously dictated by current events.\(^1\) Rather than adding a further opinion to the maze of justifications and refutations, I shall focus on how the arguments are structured. By comparing the structures of justificatory paradigms, I neither suggest nor imply that the different historical and political contexts can be disregarded or equated. The structural approach might help, though, to elucidate the role of law and ultimately to answer the intriguing question how a strict legal prohibition could be relativized.

In this short essay I intend to address some common misunderstandings about torture also perpetuated in the ongoing debate (II). Thereafter, I introduce the structural properties of the different paradigms and focus on their exceptionalism based on a specific relationship to law as well as the rescue motive (III). The comparative remarks will be followed by a brief look at some practical legal problems arising from the concept of “rescue torture” (IV). The concluding chapter deals with strategic and semantic moves to camouflage or deny violations of the torture taboo (V).

\section*{II}

Seismographs of human rights violations all over the world register the manifold incidences of organized cruelty executed or tolerated by states. Human Rights Watch, anti-torture-committees and, with remarkable persistence, Amnesty International, keep us informed about the ubiquitous violations of the taboo. Unwillingly, they help sustain the common image – and misconception – of a random, medieval practice which has returned.

A \textit{return} may only be noted in regions (actually, under regimes) where cruelty as practiced or tolerated by governments, for whatever official purposes, had been disapproved or tabooed to this very day. “Return” would therefore mean that torture has become acceptable contrary to an established practice based on categorical legal prohibitions\(^1\) – not in exotic countries where crazy tyrants rage or where, as some like to assume, a cruel “asianism”\(^2\) stops at nothing, but even under the hands and eyes of “governments of laws and not of men”\(^2\).

Torture is widely associated with the dark Middle Ages and characterized as the senseless and indiscriminate application of extreme physical pain and mental agony, directed against whoever was suspected of a crime. It is correct that torture, also referred to as the “painful question,” can be traced back to the medieval administration of justice. Its origins, however, reach back to the Greco-Roman world whence violence in criminal legal procedures accompanied the reception of Roman Law and proliferated since the thirteenth century across Europe, including the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation. During the first half of the eighteenth century, the extortion of confessions in criminal trials within and without the Inquisition gradually waned. In Prussia, Frederick I permitted torture subject to royal review in 1720. By the time of Frederick the Great, “the new law of proof had already displaced judicial torture from its former regularity.” Hence it comes as no surprise that, within a month of his accession to the throne, the enlightened monarch abolished torture in 1740, but felt obliged to allow it for “especially serious cases.” Provoked by various requests for permission to put suspects to torture, Frederick ordered the complete cessation of judicial torture in 1754. Historians have noted a similar development elsewhere in continental Europe: over time, abolition legislation substituted the new law of proof for the old law of torture.

At first glance, the image of the medieval nature of torture is underscored by the standard historical accounts, before John Langbein’s study revealed the relationship between torture and the proof system, and by the prevailing opinion in philosophy booking the end of torture in the account of the Enlightenment. Reliance on Thomasius, Voltaire, Montaigne, Bentham, Beccaria, and other critics as principal witnesses seems to be problematic, though. Contrary to views relating the skeptical discourse on torture to the philosophy of the Enlightenment, this discourse can actually be traced back to antiquity, enlisting Aristotle and Cicero among many other prominent opponents. Contrary to the once dominant interpretation, the enlightened midwives of modernity were neither consistently nor primarily led by their worry about the individual bestowed with reason and dignity. Like many of his contemporaries, Cesare Beccaria for example, while denouncing torture as “barbarism,” was mainly concerned about the lack of effectiveness and the faultiness of a procedure which uses pain as the “measuring pole for truth” – very much like Frederick the Great finding it both “gruesome” and “an uncertain means to discover the truth.” In retrospect, one may therefore plausibly assume that after the murderous witch-trials, there were no significant incidents and cases where torture was applied and that it was abolished jointly with the “collapsing of the [old] proof system” because there was ample evidence of its dysfunctional results.

The medieval image of torture is further at odds with its more recent history. For state violence – despite its formal abolition in the eighteenth century throughout Europe – accompanied as an ugly shadow a modernity, which by definition was deemed civilized and respectful of the individual’s right to physical integrity. Interestingly enough, the past decennium was labelled somewhat paradoxically as “the century of human rights and torture” by Hannah Arendt. And the twenty-first century – at least at this point – does not seem to steer a different course.

To turn to a second misunderstanding: apart from barbaric witch hunts and tyrannical orgies, history reveals that torture was almost never applied indiscriminately. On the contrary, one may detect changing patterns of selectivity. The Greeks reserved torture for slaves and traitors. The law of the Roman Republic added free citizens. Medieval and later canon law, following the letters and logic of the papal Bull Ad extirpanda, brought primarily heretics to the torture rack. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the circle of victims was considerably extended on the basis of secular criminal law to “unwholesome people” (“landschädliche Leute”) and whoever was suspected of witch-craft. While there never existed a uniform practice of the judicial torture in the different European countries, one may still conclude that, as a rule, the “painful question” was directed
against certain types of perpetrators – or rather, suspects. But children and juveniles, honorable persons and aristocrats usually, though not always, enjoyed the privilege to be exempt from the painful question. Its application was further reserved for certain categories of penal acts, preferably heresy and high treason.

Finally, the idea of a disorderly practice misses crucial aspects of the history of torture, at least of the regularized torture in continental criminal and canon procedures. To be sure, within the framework of Inquisition and other criminal trials, cruel treatment did not follow strict provisions of procedural law according to any current understanding of due process. Step by step, however, regulatory insights and norms were implemented, at least at certain historical moments. The extortion of confessions was only to be applied upon a sufficient suspicion that an exceptional crime had been committed. The Roman-canon law required “half proof” for torture. And in general it had to be applied “messiglich ausß Vernunft,” i.e., within reason.

To be sure, such indeterminate standards left sufficient room for arbitrariness and violence, above all in the execution of witch-hunts. Nevertheless, torture was integrated into a para-legal setting based on canon law, imperial privileges or resolutions of the Imperial Diet (Reichstag). That is why contemporaries could consider torture as basically “legal”. According to contemporary sources its normal application was “embedded in a genuine algebra of real, direct, indirect, legitimate, presumptive, artificial, manifest, remarkable, incomplete, light, partial, urgent, necessary, near or distant proofs and evidence”. As a matter of fact, apart from excesses, judicial torture appears to have been “a court procedure with strict rules,” devised by a “jurisprudence of torture”, following a “juridical code of suffering.”

In the context of criminal trials, the judicial torture functioned as a method or procedure of proof, as a tool for the ascertainment of truth. The extorted confession was understood as “proving” the guilt of the accused and “justifying” the judge’s verdict. Thus, the repressive torture, as a “creature of the so-called statutory system of proofs” within the Roman-canon law of evidence, replaced archaic practices like the oath, the ordeal or duel. It accompanied the new understanding of combating crime as a public task as well as the rise and fall of the Inquisition. Calculated violence, one may somewhat daringly conclude, modernized criminal procedure.

The limitation of violent interrogations to certain crimes and criminals – or rather, suspects – and to certain methods, suggests a correspondence between the Inquisition and other criminal trials on the one hand and modest beginnings of what may be called juridification on the other. These tender sprouts should not be taken to down play the brutality of the “painful question”. The inquisitorial “queen of agony” knew quite well how to produce extremely gruesome pains when she bent over the body to extract from it the “material truth”. She was partial to applying her tools to those joints of the body which are particularly sensitive to pain. She ordered that the victim be bound in the most gruesome way, or subjected to thumb or leg screws. If necessary, she repeated the cruel procedure until the suspect began to speak. Sometimes she even rated silence as a confession because it was taken to indicate the support of the devil.

During the nineteenth century, the repressive procedural practice retreated from Europe to islands beyond the pale of the “community of civilized states”. Torture raged where relics of the Inquisition, particularly its evidence system focusing on the confession, survived in peace and quiet outside the luminous beam of the enlightenment. Meanwhile, in Europe, contemporary critics celebrated the end of torture. “Torture has already disappeared in the abyss of dregs where the Inquisition lies and whither the death penalty will follow soon”, Victor Hugo wrote in 1851.

Prematurely so, as it will turn out. Until this very day, the above-mentioned seismographs of cruelty and especially asylum-seekers from all over the world submit reports about the terrors of cruelty ordained by governments within and without criminal trials.
III

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the contours of a different paradigm, both ancient and new, become manifest. Under dictatorial regimes “orgies of torture” reduce the inquisitorial “queen of agony” to a cameo on the stage of violence enacted by or in the name of governments. Despite those islands of quasi-inquisitorial trials and judicial torture in countries where circumstantial evidence is either not admitted or not considered a sufficient basis for conviction, as for instance in Turkey, it is the political paradigm that coins the twentieth century’s mark of Cain.

While sharing its regularity, political torture, also referred to as “modern torture”, is distinct from its judicial sibling because it generally eschews the light of the public and is practiced in the dark. It stays “hidden in the sense that it remains outside or at the margins of prevailing political discourse”. To a much lesser degree, this applies to the blood feasts of tyrants which celebrate the excesses of cruelty, at times conspicuously, and therefore are seen as perpetuating the tradition of witch-hunts. However, the political paradigm is marked less by the random, orgiastic brutality of dictators than by the gruesome, calculated technology of agony as developed and applied by regimes of terror. That is why it qualifies as the “legitimate” successor of the ritualized procedural torture as practiced in inquisitorial and other criminal trials.

Political torture seems to have very little in common with its judicial predecessor as it needs neither specific incidents nor serious crimes to be unleashed. It may be triggered by the slightest suspicion, a presumptive “insult of the ideal personality of the state” or any behavior qualified as oppositional. It shares, however, a certain selectivity with the judicial practice of torture: its political agenda is reflected by the selection of its victims. As an example, one may refer to a decree issued by Heinrich Himmler in 1942: “[For the purpose of extorting confessions or prying information] the ‘third degree’ may only be applied to communists, Marxists, Jehova’s Witnesses, saboteurs, members of resistance movements, antisocial elements, oppositional elements or political or ethnic vagabonds.”

Inspired by their various political ideologies, the executors of violence are bent on seeking revenge, humiliating, and destroying. In the cellars of the Gestapo, in Soviet Gulags, in the dungeons of colonial rulers and military Juntas, in the interrogation cells of numerous secret police and military installations, “political torture” is executed with beastly cruelty and an archaic lust of the victims’ suffering. Obedient henchmen of authoritarian regimes inflict pain and fear for the sake of domination by breaking resistance and demoralizing oppositional minds. They also terrorize the suspecting public into submission which marks modern torture as a form of “disciplinary knowledge”.

The torturers of dictators and terror regimes do not seek to extort a “material truth,” however illusionary, from their victims. Yet, with regard to the thirst for information, one may draw a line from the extortion of information about “oppositional elements” and traitors to the judicial extraction of truth in inquisitorial and other criminal trials.

As regards its relationship to law, political torture appears to have no affinity to the “legalized,” or rather “juridified”, procedures of judicial torture. While the political torturer may deem his trade to be his duty or necessary to save his own skin, he may not seriously consider, however, his methods and practice to be legal in any substantial and understandable sense. William Blackstone’s casual and all-too-fine distinction of the torture rack as “an instrument of the state, not of the law”, which was validated in the nineteenth and, more terribly and on a mass scale, throughout the twentieth century, captures quite succinctly the distance of political torture from the legal claims of judicial torture.

Political cruelty always had a military companion from which it was at best only analytically distinguishable, mainly with regard to the strategic ends pursued in the different historical-political contexts. Affinities and
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Correspondences abound not only at first glance. Both, authoritarian regimes and military commanders share the concept of the victim as enemy as well as a preventive orientation. Within political and military contexts, coercive interrogation methods were systematically developed, at times even with scientific support. Today, the infamous “third degree” comprises practices which focus less on the joints of the body but rather on the sensory system and the psyche so as to leave no physical traces. They employ sensory deprivation, isolation cells, electro-shocks, the “water method”, jailing victims with rats or insects, or other forms of extreme emotional destabilization.

All potential informants qualify as victims: prisoners of war, spies, insurgents, combatants, saboteurs, and members of the civil population. In military prisons and camps, calculated cruelty becomes an element of modern warfare – during the two World Wars: total-warfare. Without abandoning the politics of terror, military torture is primarily targeted at prying useful information. Like the calculated political torture, it pursues a preventive goal: the prevention of danger caused by an enemy. Thus, both political and military coercive interrogation refer to the most recent pattern of practice and interpretation: the so-called “rescue torture” or “necessity torture”.

Comparison between the fading inquisitorial and the ongoing political-military cruelty in interrogation situations on the one hand and the new paradigm on the other reveals striking affinities and contrasts. Despite claims to novelty and legal decency, “rescue torture” – which I use in the following as a shorthand for both variations – is less exceptional than its justifiers are inclined to suggest.

In fact, “rescue torture” resembles its inquisitorial and judicial predecessor in that it does not shun the light of the public, but knocks on the door of the legal citadel and calls for a doctrinal invitation or “court approval”. While it certainly stands aloof from witch-hunts and tyrannical orgies of pain, the new paradigm still resides in the ugly neighborhood of political and military coercion whose rhetoric of necessity it echoes and it is affiliated, if only implicitly, with the concept of a war and its inherent friend/enemy-distinction. It also reiterates the shift in the political-military approach to controlling harmful conduct by moving away from the traditional reliance on deterrent and reactive approaches of criminal and police law against wrongdoers toward more preventive and proactive approaches against evildoers.

Today “rescue torture” has become part and parcel of counterterrorism and also, if on a lower scale, of combating crime. Both the terrorist and the perpetrator who threatens the life of his victims – notably the kidnapper – are treated de facto and de jure as enemies. Differences between macro crimes and micro crimes, between Al Qaeda and the law student from Frankfurt who kidnapped and murdered a young boy, and between the protection of society and the protection of victims are blurred in the universal founding moment of the new paradigm: the “ticking bomb”-scenario. Only the captured terrorist-suspect knows where the bomb is hidden and how it can be defused. Only the arrested kidnapper-suspect knows where to find the victim and how he can be rescued. Are not the police obliged to do something, indeed anything possible, to save the lives of hundreds of people or of one boy?

Along the lines of an answer to this rhetorical question, violence may equally be applied in situations of police and military danger. Its preventive – or rather: pre-emptive – orientation is only one small step away from the rescue motive.

On closer scrutiny, this motive is not at all peculiar to the “new torture”. It operates as a more or less visible accomplice in all paradigms which inspire the recurrent attempts to justify violence in interrogation procedures. The Inquisition introduced the rescue motive under the guise of a paternalistic form of ethical perfectionism: coercion was meant to save the sinner’s soul, if need be against her will, from the grasp of the devil. The Christian duty to liberate the “true self” from the evil allowed the Inquisitor to ignore the actual
pain and agony of the existing self and to regard torture as a blessing. In military scenarios the rescue motive reappears without a Christian ideology and blessing. Coercion is not utilized to save the prisoner’s better self but to save the company, the army or ultimately society from enemy attacks. It is true that within the political paradigm, the rescue motive has often thinned out to a mere pretext. It is still invoked, however, to justify violence against all elements threatening the stability of the system, the international reputation of the regime, the Turkishness of Turkey, etc.

Aside from the rescue motive, the “new” torture’s claimed exceptionalism rests on its legality. It is to be executed in the name of the law – which means: ultimately in the name of the popular sovereign, thus including the torture victim as a member of “We the People”. In contrast to the rules and regulations of the Inquisition, advocates of the new paradigm may argue that their concept is thoroughly secular and based on a reasoned elaboration balancing human dignity and the right to life and health. Still, they have to accept the Inquisition as an unpleasant, if historically distant, neighbor-in-law.

The legal correspondence between “rescue torture” and the political-military paradigm is less tangible. The latter tends to borrow its thin coat of legality – or actually: legitimacy – from an imagined or real *état de siège*. Within the context of counterterrorism, the *état de siège* seems to have migrated into the legal realm where it operates as a background assumption within the different schemes basing torture on rules for an exception or extreme situation.

Compared with its political and military siblings, “rescue torture” usually seeks a warmer legal outfit. While the German academic discourse focuses on the question “May the State torture at least in extreme situations?”, participants in the U.S.-American discourse prefer arguments of necessity or ask whether torture should be regulated and made public. With questions like these, polite as they may seem, the advocates of coercion contemplate a legal licence to enter the taboo zone by loosening the ties of due process and softening human rights restrictions. In Germany, the doctrine of “rescue torture” did not crystallize around a massive and unprecedented terrorist attack or a comparable human catastrophe. Thus, one would have expected vehement criticism or at least moderately critical reactions reminding the justifiers of historical precedents and the disastrous effects once one unleashes the demons banned by the taboo or, in a more pragmatic attitude, of the “slippery slope” we better keep away from. Therefore, the number of scholars who joined the justifiers even before September 11 comes as a surprise.

The spirit of the “ticking-bomb,” fabricated new laws and arguments. In the United States, it has been said that since September 11, the Bush administration, supported by academic voices, changed the rules on how to deal with terrorism and created conditions in which the ends justify the means. Likewise, German scholars soon brought up other extreme police measures for discussion. Initially, they re-introduced the “final rescue shot”, which is to say: the right of the police not only to disable dangerous persons but also to shoot to kill. The former civil-rights lawyer and Minister of the Interior suggested pre-emptive measures, asking: “Don’t we have an emergency law against terrorists who plan mass murders? Which leads to the question, whether the killing of a person may be justified in extreme cases as self-defence?” Following this logic, a German law-maker recently permitted the armed forces to shoot down airplanes presumed to be in the hands of terrorists. After the Federal Constitutional Court struck down this law as unconstitutional, politicians are now considering changing the constitution.

IV

If we look more closely at the legal arguments designed to justify torture in extreme or exceptional situations, we generally discover a logic which operates in a Manichean world, where the military and the
police represent the good which they defend against the evil and evildoers threatening society with calculated brutality, if need be.

On closer scrutiny, three different paths of justification can be distinguished. Some authors bypass the principled prohibition to balance life against life and the prohibition to subject human dignity to any kind of restriction by invoking a regime of extra-legal measures, and thus not even maintaining a veneer of legality. Other authors frame the decisional situation provoked by terrorists as a “tragic choice.” They call for an “ethics of prudence rather than first principle,” thus opening the venue to a reshaping of constitutional-legal arrangements in times of crisis. Both approaches openly soften the standard of deference to law owed by the executive and widen the courts’ discretion in dealing with terrorism.

The third approach, purporting to defend the principle of legality in times of crisis, is characterized by a shift of focus away from the state to the justificatory structure. According to the argumentative strategy of its protagonists, the kidnapper-terrorist’s evil deed and the victim’s innocent suffering constitute a normative asymmetry based on a hierarchy of human dignity claims which then predetermines the outcome of the balancing operation. Once the kidnapper’s or terrorist’s dignity and physical integrity claims have been ranked as inferior, the police or the military are introduced as the altruistic executors of the State’s duty to protect individuals, groups or the whole society. So in this fashion, it is not the State which is acting; instead human beings are. And “because of the life-saving purpose,” they should be freed from the risk of possible criminal sanctions in the line of duty. That is why the justifiers come up with two types of violence. They distinguish the “good” rescue torture from those cruel and unusual interrogation practices which gave torture its bad name. As a matter of consequence, the police or military officer cannot be blamed for violating human dignity because the actual or potential prevention of innocent suffering outbalances the perpetrator’s pain and thus justifies emergency measures. Ultimately, the advocates of justified coercion hold the kidnapper or terrorist liable for what happens to him in the interrogation room. Thus, the torturer is absolved from violating the taboo. Critics of the measures may be charged with neglecting the plight and suffering of innocent victims.

Most recent doctrines of calculated state brutality betray a certain historical naiveté as well as a rather peculiar and narrow construction of the rescue scenario. Not without concern, but still quite uninhibited, they deny the insights which delegitimized torture as “counterproductive”, puzzling even its seasoned experts. There are several problems with such a strategy.

To begin with, the rescue motive implies the timeliness and usefulness of the extracted knowledge. Though geared toward practice, the justificatory discourse does not even address, let alone answer, a number of crucial practical questions. It ignores that whoever is tortured may not have the coveted knowledge and therefore may not be the right person or that he may say anything just to end the suffering, if only for the time being, or that the person under torture may have other reasons for not disclosing the information. In short, problems of uncertainty and error are almost methodically left out of the account. Dealing with the risks of uncertainty would invariably bring about the collapse of the doctrinal bridge across the assumed “value gap” between the perpetrator’s rights and dignity and the victim’s rights and dignity, and between the prohibition of torture on the one hand and the state’s duty to protect those who are in danger on the other. If the concept of a “rescue torture” is meant to be taken seriously, then the prognostic uncertainty and fallibility of preventive and pre-emptive decisions concerning the nature and severity of the danger, as well as the necessity and urgency of rescue call for a much more rigorous reasoned elaboration.

What if the person to be tortured in fact does have the knowledge required to rescue? Then the forcibly extracted confession could prove useful. Nevertheless, questions pertaining to the rule of law would have to be addressed: How may the new torture be applied lege artis in terms of procedure and substance? How can
it tread as lightly as possible on basic rights?71 Indicating, as happened in the Frankfurt case, that violence would be executed by experienced police officers who “hold a licence by the German Sports Association ... to prevent the occurrence of injuries” and would be supervised by a medical doctor72, hardly meets even the most modest standards of due process. From the rules regulating state violence we may infer that a professional, experienced in the trade of inflicting pain, and medical supervision may have the blessing of tradition, but scarcely suffice to gain court approval73.

More importantly, the justificatory discourse would have to deal to some extent with the test of proportionality governing all police and military measures under domestic and international law74. Yet differentiated considerations correlating the infliction of pain with the dimension of the probability and magnitude danger are still waiting.

A manual of admissible violence, if at all conceivable, might correspond to the practical purpose and rationality of “rescue torture,” but would inevitably transgress the boundaries of the rule of law and undermine the idea of due process. Ultimately, an explicit operative concept of “rescue torture” would deconstruct its claim to legality.

V

The impossibility of answering the crucial practical questions raised by the legalization of torture may be one of the reasons why quite a few authors favor an extra-legal emergency regime or prefer to “virtualize” torture. It may also be why political-military practitioners prefer to deny or camouflage illegal violence rather than admitting that a taboo is being violated.

A first move leads the advocates of “rescue” or “necessity torture” away from reality. Their doctrinal proposals are based on the construction of an “extreme situation” which they suggest will never actually happen. For that purpose, they enumerate a list of conditions that must be met before torture may be applied. First, there has to be “a clear, immediate, and significant danger for the life and physical integrity of an innocent person”. Second, “the danger must be caused by an identifiable perpetrator”. Third, “the perpetrator is the only person who can remove the danger by returning within the borders of the law”. Fourth, “the perpetrator must be obliged to do so”. And finally, “the application of physical pain is the only promising means to obtain the information”75.

In short, we are led to believe that we are only participating in an academic thought experiment. Virtual torture then. No need to worry. The UN Convention Against Torture, however, already anticipated such attempts to bypass the prohibition and therefore implemented it “with religious austerity”76. “No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture” (Art. 2, sec. 2).

A second move is performed by practitioners rather than academics. Its parasitic exploitation of the polysemy of torture amounts to nothing less than a simple denial of the violation of the taboo. In this vein, states spare no trouble to argue that they neither practice nor tolerate torture – “even if that involves admitting the conduct was cruel, inhuman or degrading”77. This strategy is met halfway by legal documents which construct torturous coercion in a “generalized vocabulary”, criticized by historians as the “language of Eden”78.

As a matter of fact, the indeterminacy of prohibition norms shifts the juridical debates from exception to definition and opens up semantic spaces for escape attempts from the taboo zone. Such attempts can be traced in the euphemizing and cynical language of “extreme prison conditions”, “disadvantageous” or “full coercive treatment”, of “torture lite” or “extra encouragement” in interrogation situations79.

A third move is brought into play where euphemisms fail because cruelty, like electroshocks or the method of waterboarding, evidently reaches the level of torture or has been publicly dramatized as such.
When torture has left the realm of remote possibilities and contradicts the palliative rhetoric of interrogation techniques, its commanders and practitioners resort to deceptive maneuvers. They camouflage the chains of command, defer legal responsibility, and prevent or curb public protest. Torture by proxy and offshore torture\(^\text{80}\) illustrate that, in keeping with the logic of outsourcing\(^\text{81}\), political office-holders, military commanders and secret services have taken to delegating the application of violence to proxyholders well-known for brutal interrogation techniques, like Jordan, Pakistan, Singapore, Somalia, Usbekistan, or Egypt. In a flanking movement military interrogations have been privatized, i.e., subcontracted to non-governmental security services.

As a prerequisite to torture by proxy, the U.S. Army has installed special removal units since the beginning of the 1990s and increasingly after September 11 to transfer suspected terrorists, outside of regular extradition procedures, to reliable regimes, i.e., regimes known for their “brass-knuckled quest for information”. Because of the secret and irregular nature of these “renditions,” the mandator of torturous practices may easily deny any responsibility for torture while risking being charged with a violation of international law for the rendition\(^\text{82}\). Thus torture by proxy or offshore permits the actual instigator to cultivate its rule of law image as an almost innocent bystander\(^\text{83}\) and allows other clients to freely utilize the intelligence obtained by brutal violence. If need be, any promptings of the conscience may be silenced by referring to the “responsibility for our security”, as did the present German Minister of the Interior. “If we had to vouch for the information of other secret services that they were obtained by observance of the proprieties of constitutional principles we might as well shut down business”\(^\text{84}\).

“Security”\(^\text{85}\) is the keyword which redirects us to the citadel of law where we discover a fourth move out of the taboo zone: the remoralization of law to lower the legal barriers against coercion exercised by the state. The ethics of rescue so virulent in the German debate and the ethics of necessity in the U.S.-American discourse, whatever their differences in style may be, overlap in two crucial regards. First, they subscribe to the rationality that good ends justify bad means. And second, they operate on the basis of a utilitarian calculus: it is not the individual’s, but the greater number’s happiness that counts.

EPILOGUE

This essay, predictably, does not end with a solution to the problem of torture. At least we may answer, if only tentatively, Niklas Luhmann’s theoretical question whether there are non-renounceable norms. From the discourse on anti-terrorism and torture we may infer that necessity knows no law. To be more precise: necessity knows no non-renounceable norms.

On a more practical note, touching upon the religious dimension of a taboo, one might want to add: whoever advocates “rescue torture” may claim to be more sensitive to the dilemma of police and military decisions in situations of extreme danger. He should be aware, however, that he is signing a pact with the devil.
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